The Peloton
Special EBlast – 03.26.2020
COVID-19 Response Update
Over the past 24 hours, and since our COVID-19 related eblast yesterday, we have seen Executive Order
D2020 017 issued by Governor Polis, as reflected in the Colorado Department of Public Health &
Environment (CDPHE) Amended Public Health Order 20-24, directing “all Coloradans to stay at home,
subject to limited exceptions such as obtaining food and other household necessities, going to and from
work at critical businesses, seeking medical care, caring for dependents or pets, or caring for a
vulnerable person in another location.” The Boulder County Public Health (BCPH) Public Health Order
mirrors the Governor’s Order. All of these Orders are effective as of March 26, 2020 (today), with the
State’s Orders having gone into effect and expiring at 6:00 am and 11:59 pm on April 11, 2020, and the
County’s at 8:00 am and 11:59 pm on April 17, 2020, respectively.
Those Orders can be found at the following links, and we encourage you to read them closely:
EXECUTIVE ORDER D 2020 017 ORDERING COLORADANS TO STAY AT HOME DUE TO THE PRESENCE OF
COVID-19 IN THE STATE
UPDATED PUBLIC HEALTH ORDER 20-24 IMPLEMENTING STAY AT HOME REQUIREMENTS
https://www.bouldercounty.org/families/disease/covid-19/stay-at-home-order
These Stay at Home Orders apply to all Peloton residents.
This means that if you are outside of your Unit, you must observe the Orders’ Social Distancing
Requirements of maintaining at least a 6-foot distance from other individuals, regardless of where you
are (including Common Areas such as hallways, lobbies, lawn areas, Community Center entrance area,
etc.).
In addition, in our eblast yesterday we provided some guidance for moving around the Peloton
property, including the tight spaces of hallways and elevators. Concerning elevators, an Owner
reminded us that if we ask people to stand in a corner of the elevator and face the wall, we are asking
people to get too close to whatever germs the previous person put on the wall. We understand that
viruses including the coronavirus can live on hard surfaces such as metal and smooth walls for several
days. And, there is no physical way to achieve Social Distancing as required by the Orders with 3 people
in an elevator.
So, we are REVISING our recommendations a bit, and are listing them here again including the revision:
Our REVISED emphatic requests are:






Anyone who does not have symptoms or a positive test result and who wants to walk halls for
exercise should do so in off hours and wear a mask and gloves.
Everyone who sees anyone else in the hall going the same direction should keep a distance of 6'
between them.
Everyone who is headed towards another person in the hallway should dip into a doorway or
side hallway if possible, or face the wall while passing each other.
Same above two rules for stairways and sidewalks.
Everyone should wash or sani-wipe their hands every time they enter their own or another Unit,
and every time they enter any vehicle.







Everyone waiting for an elevator should stand 6' from the elevator door, AND use a sani-wipe or
hand sanitizer prior to entering the elevator AND after entering the elevator (hand sanitizer
stations are now installed in every elevator).
No more than two (2) people in an elevator at a time, each at the rear of the elevator corners
facing forward. If a resident asks you not to enter the elevator when they are already in it,
please be polite and allow them to have it alone. They may be feeling sick, they may be severely
immuno-compromised. Let’s be considerate here.
It is VERY BEST to NOT share an elevator with anyone outside of your household.

The ultimate goal of our community efforts here and as stated in the Orders is to control and slow the
spread of COVID-19, to protect the most vulnerable in our communities and to prevent our health care
system from being overwhelmed.
Please do your part to slow the spread.
Stay safe and well.

